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Dezvoltarea exponenŃială a ştiinŃei a dus la certe
progrese tehnologice, multe dintre ele utile oamenilor
creând în multe locuri, adevărate oaze de civilizaŃie. Dar
această civilizaŃie în multe locuri este exponenta luxului şi
a puterii şi este nepăsătoare în faŃa degradării mediului
înconjurător.
Progresul tehnologic se datorează în mare parte
elementelor naturii care aparŃin la rândul lor unor
componente ecosistemice extrem de sensibile la deteriorări
energetice. O componentă importantă a ecosferei o
reprezintă ecobiomurile lotice acvatice esenŃiale vieŃii pe
Terra. Ecosistemele lotice au capacităŃi destul de mari de
regenerare ecologică chiar dacă există nenumărate surse
de poluare, dar au o limită şi din păcate această limită a
fost în multe locuri depăşită echilibrul ecologic fiind
ameninŃat cu dispariŃia. Necesitatea restaurării acestor
ecosisteme care sunt în strânsă legătură cu ecosistemele
lentice cât şi cu cele terestre este extrem de importantă
pentru viitorul omenirii. Stoparea continuităŃii cursurilor
de apă, datorită creării lacurilor de acumulare a dus la
dispariŃia funcŃionalităŃii multor ecobiomuri ceea ce a
condus la dispariŃia multor ecosisteme lotice deci implicit
şi la resursele de apă. Canalizarea cursurilor de apă,
poluarea cursurilor de apă şi consumul resurselor de apă
fără a putea fi regenerate a determinat degradarea
ecosistemelor acvatice lotice. Primele trei metode
ecotehnice privind restabilirea continuităŃii cursurilor de
apă încearcă să îmbine folosinŃele de apă necesare
populaŃiei cu restaurarea ecologică zonală. Ultimele cinci
metode ecotehnice de restaurare prezentate definesc

posibilităŃi de creare de zone ecologice pe cursurile de apă
pentru a restabilii funcŃionalitatea ecobiomurilor locale.

Introduction
Exponential development of science has led to
certain technological progress useful for people, creating,
in many places, true oases of civilization. But this
civilization is, in many places, the exponent of luxury and
power and it is indifferent to the environmental
degradation. Technological progress is largely attributable
to the elements of nature, which belong to ecosystemic
components highly susceptible to energetic damage. An
important component of ecosphere is the lotic ecobioms
essential for the life on Earth. The lotic ecosystems, which
belong to lotic ecobioms, have the quality of ecological
regenerating even if there are many sources of pollution,
but they have a limit and, unfortunately, this limit was
exceeded in many places, so the ecological balance is
threatened by extinction. The necessity of restoring these
ecosystems that are closely linked to the lentic and land
ecosystems is extremely important for the future of
mankind. Halting the continuity of watercourses, because
creating lakes has led to extinction of many ecobioms
functionality which led forward to the extinction of many
lotic ecosystems, and therefore, to watercourses
extinction. Watercourses drainage and pollution and the
water resources consumption, without being regenerated,
have led to degradation of lotic aquatic ecosystems.
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The first three ecotechnical methods of restoration
the continuity of watercourses attempt to combine the use
of water needed for population with regional ecological
restoring. The last five ecotechnical methods of restoration
presented define opportunities to create ecological zones
along water courses in order to restore the functionality of
regional ecobiomes.
I. ECOTECHNICAL METHODS OF
RESTORING THE CONTINUITY OF
WATERCOURSES
Method 1. I The method of habitat basins
Watercourse continuity
Construction of lakes has led to the complete destruction
of the aquatic ecosystem downstream of the dam thus,
implicitly, has led to the massive damage regional
ecobiom which was formed from a group of ecosystems in
both downstream and upstream of the dam. The lake
accumulation needs hundreds of years to be integrated in
functional ecobiom. The ecobiom together with its
structure, function and informationality belongs to the
ecosphere and consists of many different ecosystems with
complex relations between them. As the ecosystem is a
structural, functional and informational unit, the
reconstruction of the aquatic ecosystem (water, wetlands
and riparian areas) downstream of the dam is essential for
regional ecobiom restoration. (Fig.1.I).
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ECOBIOM
river

water collectors with filtration systems
water supply pipes for the habitat
basin
river water supply pipeline

accumulation lake
habitat basin

habitat basin for the
accumulation lake

Therefore, the ecological reconstruction realized by
ecotechnical methods of watercourse downstream nearby
is very important, as much as the dam construction
allowes it (fig.1.2.I).
lotic ecosystem

dam
lentic
ecosystem

dam

water collectors

river ecologically
reconstructed
ecotechnical measures

habitat basin
for river

Fig.1.I Restoration of regional ecobiom - indicative
scheme
Due to the interruption of continuity between the
ecosystem of the dam lake and downstream area in the
immediate vicinity of the dam, the informational,
functional and structural exchanges, which had been in
that area before the dam was built, that was the regional
ecosystemic functionality which disappeared and it
affects, in a very large proportion, the regional biocenosis
and more.
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energetic and
structural exchange
between ecosystems

lotic ecosystem
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Fig.1.2. I Recovery of ecosystemic functionality
downstream-accumulation - indicative scheme
Biocenosis, which develops into the accumulation
lake, will be diversified after a long period of time when
that newly created lentic ecosystem matures. Generally,
the accumulation lakes are located in mountain areas
where there are no sources of anthropogenic pollution,
where, however, due to major floods many the species
disappear, and the lake has ecosystem restoration
opportunities. In order to restore itself ecologically, the
previous aquatic ecosystem downstream the dam needs
water, a minimum ecological flow to ensure the biocenotic
continuity.
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A flow of over 35% of the river multiannual
average flow must pass through two pipelines that trap
water from the river (fig.1.I) at a rate higher than the dam
crest, before flowing into the accumulation lake, taking
into account that the ecological minimum flow rate is
about 10% of multiannual average flow. Continuity
downstream of the dam will be achieved through a series
of pipelines that will first supply the basins habitat built on
the mountainside, then the watercourse that will be formed
on the downstream of the dam, into the old river bed.
Pipes are made of stainless steel; they have gates to
regulate the flow, water filtration systems and traps with
sensors that close automatically when there is a massive
source of chemical pollution (fig1.3.I).

dam
river sector
water supply pipes
for the habitat basin
water system filtration
protective
railing

water supply pipe
for the habitat basin

mountainside

trap against
pollution

water collector
habitat basin
water supply pipe
for river

accumulation lake area

construction of watercourse downstream of the dam

Fig1.3.I Creating longitudinal connectivity using
engineering methods - indicative scheme
At the place they meet the river, the pipes are
provided with protective metal grill against clogging and
iftiofauna. These pipes are used only for basins habitat
water supply of the accumulation lake area and the
watercourse. (fig.1.I).
The flow used to create the watercouse continuity
will partially be recovered by the means of mountainside
collectors. The electricity deficit due to decreased flow
will be balanced by the installation of solar panels or other
unconventional sources to populations that directly
depended on hydro electricity. Population water supply
and minimum ecological flow should remain at normal
parameters.
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dam

Basins habitat must entirely or partially made of
rock. In order to avoid an organic pollution, around these
basins habitat must be constructed some drain systems
which capture the large quantity of water that flows on the
mountainsides. The point is that these basins habitat
should be very similar, geomorphologically, with the
riverbed sectors from downstream of the lake that existed
before the accumulation lake construction, just to have
certain ways of ecological operating on the river sectors
that will be reconstructed ecologically. Depending on their
position, the basins habitat will be closed with metal grids
or sliding windows provided with ventilation systems for
biocenosis formed inside in order to be able to grow
properly. (Fig.1. 4. I).
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protective railing

water collector
habitat basin
water supply pipe
green stairs
wetland
riparian area

watercourse ecologically arranged

Fig.1.4.I Completed ecotehnic arrangement of
watercourse downstream of the dam, longitudinal section indicative scheme
The aim is the creation of wetlands because they
represent an important habitat for invertebrates, fish and
many species of plants; they help to maintain water
quality, to filter the pollutants, to retain sedimentary
material, and they oxigenate the water through a rich
vegetation, they absorb nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus,
etc. .) or they recycle them, regulating the microclimate,
they also help prevent flooding, erosion, recharge with
aquifers, they help to water supply and replace profitably
some hydro structures built with large expenses.
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If there are some appropriate needs, the riparian
areas must be created because they are important
ecologically due to their function: they provide an erosion
control by regulating the transport and distribution of
sediments, improve water quality, produce organic matter
for aquatic habitats and provide habitat for wild flora and
fauna, remove excess of nutrients and other contaminants,
regulate the water temperature fluctuations, maintain the
recharging and the basic flows of the groundwater to the
flowing water stabilize banks and control the floods
efficiently.
The ecotehnic improvement gives the new created
aquatic ecosystem an ecological, fast and efficient
development, useful for its functionality, but especially in
its connectivity with the surrounding ecosystems that form
the ecobiom.

2.I. Method of accumulation lakes achieved
through systems of supply of water. The continuity of
watercourse.

river
water collector

accumulation lake

wetland

water supply pipe for accumulation lake

hydropower plant
riparian area

irrigation system
agriculture

Fig. 2.1.I Ecotehnic method of using water for
irrigation and creating electricity-indicative scheme
As it was shown before, the construction of
accumulation lakes along watercourses led to destruction
of local ecosystems by destroying the ecosystems’
functionality.
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The accumulation lakes can be built at a distance
of several km from the watercourse for supplying the
population pipes network and to create electricity. The
lake may be supplied with gravitational water by pipelines
even from through mountainsides. Downstream of the
accumulation lake a small hydropower plant can be built
and, where is possible, the remaining water can be used
for irrigations. The water collectors from mountainsides
may partially recover the flow collected from the
watercourse for the population water supply system, create
electricity and irrigations. By the means of this method,
we can stop the watercourse direct barrier which facilitates
the destruction of regional ecosystems. Where possible, in
order to protect the watercourse, a sector of the river bed
will be ecotechnically created downstream the collecting
point by creating wetlands and riparian areas and a battery
of water collectors from the mountainsides that
will partially restore the ecological flow of the
watercourse.

river
water collector

accumulation lake

wetland

water supply pipe for accumulation lake

riparian area

town

anthropogenic river bad
eco-cleaning water station
municipal wastewater

Fig.2.2.I Ecotechnical method of city’s water
supply system -indicative scheme

The continuity of a watercourse is essential for
maintaining the regional ecosystemic balance. The
construction of an accumulation lake at a distance of
several kilometers of the watercouse provides protection
for the lotic ecosystem’s continuity.
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The barrier of watercourses is an outdated solution
that did not take into account the ecobiomic components.
The construction of the accumulation lake at a distance of
several kilometers of the watercouse will implicitly lead to
a functional connection with the river that supplies the
lake with water. This is the first step for building a
functional local biom. The constant supply of drinking
water for people is very important, taking into account the
acute lack of water worldwide. In order to put in practice
all methods presented in this book, they need advanced
projects and political support. The main point is that the
river should not suffer major hydro-morphological
changes that eliminate the continuity of the watercourse.
The wastewater coming from the cities will be filtered and
then passed through an anthropogenic meander bed and
through filters of newly created wetland.
This system of multiple water treatment plant will
provide a suitable quality to be discharged into the
watercourse with no danger of pollution. As it was shown
by 2.I. method, wetlands and riparian areas, also, batteries
with water collectors from the mountainsides will be
created nearby, where it is possible, downstream of the
supply pipe of the lake, which partially can restore the
ecological flow of the watercourse. ( fig.2.2.I).
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3. I Method of underground lakes. Continuity
of watercourse.
Due to the interruption of continuity between the
ecosystem of the dam lake and area downstream of the
dam’s immediate vicinity, the informational, energetic and
structural exchanges who had been in the area before the
dam construction were removed. Therefore, the ecological
reconstruction made by the means of some ecotechnical
methods of the watercourse, downstream in the immediate
vicinity, as much as the dam construction allows it, is very
important. (fig.3.1.I).
It is impetuous necessary the creation of
underground, generally, small and medium, lakes
(fig.3.1.I) because this method preserves the continuity of
lotic aquatic ecosystem of the watercourse. Before
construction, the watercourse will be redirected, as it was
proceed with the construction of a surface accumulation
lake. The reinforced-concrete sheet-pile (fig.3.1.I), that
will support the natural structure of the watercourse bed,
which crosses the underground lake, has striations on the
outside in order to support the river bed’s underlayer. If
the soil is composed of hard rock, then several smaller
groundwater accumulation lakes will be build on the stairs
(fig.3.2.I), from which the flow is taken through a pipeline
system in order to cumulate a larger accumulation lake
flow that could not be projected because of the land
structure and high costs.
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river bed

reinforced-concrete
sheet-pile supporting the river bed

river

underground accumulation lake

pole supporting the reinforced-concrete sheet-pile
reinforced-concrete sheet-pile system of fixing
water supply pipes

Fig.3.1.I Cross-section of river and underground
accumulation lake - indicative scheme
underground accumulation lakes

support stairs for lakes

The river bed is supported by a reinforced-concrete
sheet-pile which then will be reinstated and will have the
same structural and functional qualities as before the
construction of the underground lake (fig.3.1.I).
The river bed is supported by a reinforced-concrete
sheet-pile which then will be reinstated and will have the
same structural and functional qualities as before the
construction of the underground lake (fig.3.1.I). Pipes that
take water from river and supply the underground lake or
lakes not take more than 50% of the multi-annual average
flow. Being mountain areas, there are sources of surface
and underground water, therefore the collectors to be built
are important because they supply the river with the
necessary flow so that the ihtiofauna’s transit, on the
watercourse in the underground lake area, to evolute
normally. The collectors, in case there are many in the
accumulation lake area, they can recover the ecological
flow of the river (fig.3.3.I).

Fig.3.2.I Cross section of the stairs and
underground lakes - indicative scheme
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river
mountainside

lake ventilation system

water
collectors

town

system of holding the reinforced-concrete
sheet-pile on the mountainsides

reinforced-concrete sheet-pile

water supply pipe for town
water supply pipe for lake
protection tunnel
for water supply pipes
protective railing
gate for flow
underground accumulation lake

Fig.3.3.I
Mountainsides cross section, underground
accumulation river and lake - indicative scheme

Due to the inflow, in downstream of the
accumulation lake, the water flow will fully recover on a
relatively short distance. There should be an area of people
entrance in the accumulation lake basin and this will be
done by the means of a connecting tunnel located in the
perimeter of reinforced-concrete sheet-pile, at a distance
of several meters of the watercourse (fig.3.4.I).
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system of holding the reinforced-concrete sheet-pile on the mountainsides
water supply pipes
hydropower plant
connecting tunnel
protective railing
river

water collector
water supply pipes
lake ventilation system

underground
accumulation lake
mountainsides
reinforced-concrete sheet-pile

water supply pipes for underground lake

Fig.3.4.I Longitudinal section of river
underground accumulation lake - indicative scheme

and

The water from the accumulation underground lake
flows via connecting tunnels and tunnels of pipelines
protection which are equipped with gates and grids. In the
water collecting area from the river, the water pipes have
gates, grids that do not allow the ihtiofauna to reach the
pipelines and are protected by concrete or metal
construction against flood and anthropogenic factors. In
the water collecting systems from the river there are gates,
water filtration systems and systems to protect the
collecting area against heavy flood.
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The reinforced-concrete sheet-pile that supports the
minor riverbed is provided with clamping systems inside
mountainsides and is supported by sustaining columns.
The underground accumulation lakes can be easily
dredged by closing the gates from the water collecting
systems, so that the flow rate of watercourse to become as
before. In the reinforced-concrete sheet-pile area, there is
no danger of flood because the minor riverbed remains
nearly the same as before. In order to be secured against
the flood impact, the underground lake ventilation system
(fig.3.4.I), can be built inside the mountainsides
(fig.3.3.I). The mountain accumulation lakes maintain
their quality and quantity by avoiding the collecting of
flood wave that can, sometimes, be disastrous for water
courses and accumulation lakes. This method can be used,
in particular, in mountain areas where the water collecting
is possible. In other areas, the method of underground
lakes can be applied at the confluence of a river with a
tributary as the method needs water to produce electricity
or for other uses of water.

II.
ECOTEHNIC
METHODS
WATERCOURSES RECONSTRUCTION

FOR

Method 1. II. Method of riparian platforms.
Ecological reconstruction.
This method involves the water redirection outside the
watercourse bed (fig.1.1.II).

rectangular
water supply
pipelines(drain)
sheet-pile
drain hole
channel with
dissipators
riparian platform

dissipators
watercourse

Fig.1.1.II Longitudinal section of a riparian
platform - indicative scheme
The riparian platform basis should be
approximately the same level as that of multi-annual
average of the river. The riparian platform must be made
of a flood resistant material (concrete, metal, plastic, etc.).
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The platform basis plate must have a drain system
provided with the holes that will maintain functional the
riparian area through some rectangular water supply
systems (fig.1.2.II).

biotop for riparian vegetation
riparian vegetation
drain hole
sheet-pile
water supply pipe

the riparian
platform’s basis

anthropogenic
sewerage

Fig.1.2.II Cross section of riparian platform - indicative
scheme
The ground height on the platform and grassy or
ligneous plants to be planted are choosen by
manufacturers and ecologists. The ground support system
within the riparian platforms will be supported by sheetpiles of different forms that have holes to drain water in
the river. The water course can be straight or meander;
there is no impediment and the solution is viable. The
riparian platform can be used as dissipator in case of flood
by redirecting the water through two channels provided
with dissipators, located into the water course of the river
bed. (Fig.1.1.II).
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The riparian platform will be a habitat for various
aquatic inhabitants including nesting place for birds and
provides the water course an ecological design. The
method is useful in large cities that are transited by various
rivers, some of them very polluted, providing an
unaesthetic appearance and being a negative factor for the
environment.
Method 2. II Method of
reconstruction of some rivers’ tributaries

ecological

Given that in our country and elsewhere, there are many
polluted tributaries that degrade the water of the main
courses, is necessary to find methods for rebuilding
ecologically those tributaries. One of the methods would
be, where possible, before the confluence between the
tributary with the main river, the creation of a strong
meandering and the banks ecological development on a
tributary, by construction of environmental steps. By
meandering, the watercourse (tributary) energy dissipates
and some efficient habitats are created, such as areas of
refuge in case of large floods for ihtiofauna. The
watercourse drainage and the lack of wetlands and riparian
areas expose the body of water, almost entirely, to climatic
and
anthropogenic
factors
(temperature,
light,
precipitation, domestic pollution, extraction of various
materials for construction from river bed and banks of the
river,etc).
Before the water flow (≈ 20m), a
rectangular basin of approximately 10m diagonal creates
which may form a performing wet area, in time, as an
efficient depollutant.
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After rectangular basin, the tributary’s riverbed has
to be arranged ecologically, where possible (≈ 10m), until
the flow point into the main river (fig.2.1.II).

the pollution of a tributary

basin - wetland
tributary

river

riparian area

Fig.2.1.II Longitudinal section of the river and
tributary reconstructed ecologically - indicative scheme
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This method is efficient for rivers having an multiannual average flow between 2 m³/s to 10 m³/s. The
ecologial stairs support the banks and promote the
development of biocenotic diversified deltaic areas. These
areas can be developed ecosystemically along a careful
monitoring of the implementation of the ecological
reconstruction project but, also, by law protection of such
areas. Depending on the degree of pollution and existing
space in the area nearby the banks, a rectangular
depollutant basin or a battery of rectangular depollutant
basins can be built. The rectangular basins should be
decanted periodically; after a while this process will stop
and if the cumulative, qualitative and energetic system of
the river turns the rectangular decanters into wetlands
means that the river, without losing its qualitative and
quantitative characteristics, it has found an ecosystemic
stability.
The tributary ecologically rebuilt because of
strong meandering, riparian area, rectangular basin
(wetland), recovers its water quality which significantly
reduces the pollution in the main river. Due to riparian
forest and newly created wetlands, a functional local
ecosystem beneficial for that area can be created. If the
tributary has not the necessary flow for the ecological
reconstruction, that means less than 2 m³/s, then the lateral
connectivity between main and tributary river must be
created through a pipe or channel connection (fig. 2.2.II).
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Method 3. II. Method of river banks ecotechnical
structuralization.
the pollution of a tributary

basin - wetland
tributary

river

riparian area

channel connection

The need for the banks of a river to be appropriate
ecologically should be a priority of all factors of decision.
Due to natural and anthropogenic factors, many river
banks of water courses in our country and abroad have
been degraded and are degrading, continuously, leading to
an increased deposit of mud on the riverbed, river
supplying with material in suspension, therefore, blocking
the normal development of underwater and aquatic life.
Massive erosion of banks due to various sources of
pollution, illegal construction, intensive agriculture, etc.,
lead to wetlands and riparian areas disappearance. As it
was shown by previous definitions, the wetlands and
riparian areas disappearance leads to banks massive
erosion, which supports the statement that: the banks of a
river should be built or rebuilt ecologically. On both sides
of the water course, frameworks in metal or resistant
plastic shall be built (fig.3.1.II) in order to support the
riverbanks, according to the river bed and old riverbanks
that have been eroded or are in process of erosion.

Fig.2.2.II The connectivity between the river and
the tributary rebuilt ecologically - indicative scheme
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metal structures to support riverbanks
biotop

metal structures to support riverbanks

radicular system

fig.3.2.II Cross-sections of river banks supported by metal
structures

Fig. 3.1.II Cross-sections of water courses,
ecologically structured riverbanks - indicative scheme

Metallic structures are designed for different sectors of the
riverbed and, for this purpose they are consisted in several
sectors or components. These structures must take into
account the toxicity of groundwater, the local sources of
pollution, area’s sonicity and seismicity, the amplitude of
floods, tourism, local planning, etc.
Metallic structures that support the banks should be
strongly supported in the area situated near
riverbanks(fig.3.2. II.).
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On the newly created ecological stairs various species of
grassy and woody plants will be planted, as follows:
- The first stair is plated with annual and perennial grassy
plants (Lolium perenne, Festuca pratensis, Agrostis
stolonifera, Phragmites australis, etc.)
- The second stair is planted with Alder trees (Alnus
glutinosa
black
alder),
nut
tree
- The third stair is planted with Silver Poplars (Populus
alba),
willow
trees
(Salix
sp.)
The ecological stairs will be built according to that area’s
needs and the local or regional climate. In order to achieve
an effective and solid construction is recommended to
redirect the watercourse through another newly created
riverbed. If it’s no possible to redirect the watercourse
through a newly created riverbed, try the middle of the
watercourse. (fig.3.3.II).
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green stairs

river

system to redirect
the watercourse

Even in case of strong floods and damage of
ecological stairs structures and their vegetation, they can
recover themselves, in the worst case, using their own
time for growing.

Method 4. II. Method of parallel channels inside the
riverbed

Fig. 3.3.II Construction method of the ecological stairs indicative scheme
Layer of soil on metal structures is supported by its
own weight and the radicular system strongly developed
above the structures and inside them. That is why the
watercourse redirectioning needs to be completed as long
as is necessary to grow, on the ecological stairs, 50 % of
aquatic grassy vegetation biomass and 20% of the woody
vegetation that have just to set the radicular mass giving
signs that it will grow. The water will be discharged
gradually through some weirs created at the intersection
between borders of metal structures and the water body
from the sector selected for ecological restoration. (Fig.
3.II.). Due to fittings elasticity of structures which the
ecological stairs are consisted of, various transversal,
vertical and longitudinal efforts can be undertook.
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The riverwater is often highly polluted in the cities and the
riverbed is untidy which causes an unaesthetic and
pollutant appearance
for
the
adjacent
areas.
On each water course, there should be found grassy and
woody plants which involves a judicious management of
water, creation of functional local ecosystems, the main
concern of the specialists in ecotehnics and politicians.
For this method, the watercourse must be
redirected through two concrete channels attached to the
banks or built into the riverbanks, covered with metal grill
that undertake the entire quantity of water existing in the
river. (fig.4.1.II and fig.4.2.II).
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river

drainage system for industrial and waste water
concrete channel for collecting the riverwater
protective railing

concrete channel for collecting the riverwater

riparian area
riparian area

river bed
system to redirect the watercourse

riverbanks

drainage system for industrial and waste water

drainage system river bed

radicular system
riparian vegetation

clean water supply pipe

Fig.4.2.II
Concrete channels attached to
riverbanks that undertake the watercourse - indicative
scheme

concrete channel for collecting the riverwater

system to redirect the watercourse

Fig.4.1.II Channels with concrete railing attached to
riverbanks that undertake the watercourse - indicative
scheme
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Water’s isolation, by means of water channels,
from a river with concrete, stone or natural riverbed, is
advantageous due to the possibility of creating a riparian
area into the riverbed. Due to anthropogenic objects in the
riverbed which affect the development and circulation of
ihtiofauna and not only, those concrete channels attached
to riverbanks can also help protect species of fish and
other aquatic species who can circulate safely in these
channels. On the riverbed sectors where this method will
be applied, the riverbanks have to be covered by concrete
in order to attach to these channels on the sides. Water
inside concrete channels has the advantage of being no
longer polluted by various municipal substances which
were usually thrown into the water. The municipal
polluted water is thrown into the riverbed through some
pipes inside riverbanks or other special places see
(fig.4.2.II.).
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The newly created riparian area is supplied with
unpolluted water apart from pluvial water (fig.4.1.II.). The
anthropogenic
(physical,
chemical)
impact
on
watercourses in the city and not only, can have serious
consequences on local ecosystem’s functionality. The
house industrial water from cities can be directly
expurgated before flowing into the watercourse after the
city area. Changing the appearance of watercourse, due
this method, is very important both aesthetically and
ecologically.
Method 5. II. Method of channels which supply
the watercourse

The ecological (riparian areas) and engineering (concrete
channels) similarities between method 4. II and method 5.
II are obvious. Differences consist in the way construction
the riparian area (method 4. II, directly on the riverbed;
method 5. II, in ecological stairs) and how the riparian
areas are water supplied (method 4. II, direct source;
Method 5. II anthropogenic river source). Method 5. II is
more expensive but, due to anthropogenic river, the
riparian area will be more developed trophically, where
there are major chances of creating a functional
ecosystem. fig.5.1. II.
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watercourse with concrete riverbed
concrete channel for collecting the riverwater
protective railing
grassy riparian vegetation

anthropogenic watercourse

riverbed

riverbed woody riparian vegetation
support for ecological stairs
clean water supply pipe
industrial and waste water drainage system

river water collecting channel
green stairs
system to redirect the watercourse

Fig.5.1.II Channels with grid that undertake water from
the river and ecological stairs

Under the stairs will be channels that collect waste
and industrial water. Until the riparian grassy (50%) and
woody (20%) vegetation will grow, the ecological stairs
are supported by strong plastic grill which allow
vegetation growth in good conditions. Any watercourse,
even if it is damaged, requires ecotehnical support to
achieve at least one functional ecobiom, according to the
area of its hydrographic basin. (Fig.5.2.II).
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Ecotehnia ajută oamenii să-şi creeze un sistem de valori
bazat pe principii ecologice care să garanteze un viitor mediului
înconjurător.

Conclusions

recreation
areas

parks

town

The ecotehnical methods presented in this book
that provides support primarily for riverbeds covered with
concrete that have a degraded water quality and for rivers
that were hidrotehnically anthropized. The river’s natural
ecological valencies are anthropized without energetic
support but with a bad functional system within many
local ecosystems. Ecotehnics helps people to create a
value system based on ecological principles that
guarantees the environment’s future. It’s necessary to
respect the Nature.
All rights reserved

ECOBIOM

Fig.5.2.II The functional ecobiom

Concluzii
Metodele ecotehnice prezentate în această carte oferă un
sprijin dat în primul rând râurilor cu albiile betonate având
calitatea apei degradată cât şi a altor râuri care au fost antropizate
hidrotehnic.ValenŃele ecologice naturale ale râurilor
sunt
antropizate fără suport energetic folosind un sistem funcŃional
neperformant în multitudinea ecosistemelor locale.
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